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Use of hybrid phenomenological and statistical effective-medium theories of dielectric functions
to model the infrared reflectance of porous SiC films

Jonathan E. Spanier and Irving P. Herman
Department of Applied Physics and the Columbia Radiation Laboratory, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

~Received 5 May 1999; revised manuscript received 18 August 1999!

The reflectance of porous silicon carbide~PSC! thin films on SiC substrates is measured in the infrared
reststrahlen region by Fourier transform infrared reflectance spectroscopy and is compared to simulated spectra
based on phenomenological and Bergman statistical effective-medium dielectric functions. The phenomeno-
logical models evaluated include the Bruggeman, cavity- and sphere-Maxwell-Garnett~C-MG and S-MG!,
Landau-Lifshitz/Looyenga~LLL !, and Monecke models. In addition, modifications to the Bruggeman and
C-MG models with variable particle shapes and surface layers are examined. Hybrid versions of the C-MG and
LLL models are also considered, alternatively by using a phenomenological mixing approach, which gives a
direct physical interpretation of the topology, and by directly mixing the statistical spectral density functions of
the C-MG and LLL effective dielectric functions. This latter statistical hybrid model gives the best~and quite
good! agreement with experiments. The differences in the hybrid models are understood by comparing their
spectral density functions. The dip~or splitting! in the PSC film reststrahlen band is attributed to surface optical
phonon modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of the dielectric function is central to unde
standing frequency-dependent transport, electronic and o
cal properties of materials, in general. It is of particular
terest in studying inhomogeneous dielectric mixtures w
structure having dimensions small compared to the wa
length. Dielectric functions obtained from experiment can
fact, give insight into the nanostructure of the material. T
effective-medium theory used to describe the dielectric fu
tion must be valid for, as well as account for, the mac
scopic volume fractions, the local microstructural geome
of the individual materials~sizes and shapes of the constit
ent materials!, and the microstructural topology of the mix
ture ~how the substances are mixed and the correla
length!. This paper analyzes the dielectric function of poro
silicon carbide~PSC! using infrared spectroscopic data a
several effective-medium theories, including a range of p
nomenological models and statistical theories. It is found t
a more complex treatment of the mean-field dielectric fu
tion of PSC is needed than was used in earlier treatme1

one that uses phenomenological and statistical mixing of
features of current models to produce new hybrid model

Porous silicon carbide formed by anodization has been
interest in recent years because it luminesces efficiently,
more efficiently than bulk SiC.2 A thermally grown oxide
film on the pore walls further enhances the luminesce
efficiency and shortens the emission wavelength of PS2

Electroluminescent devices based on PSC have b
demonstrated3 and PSC has been used as a sensing mat
in capacitive gas sensors.4 Devices using PSC offer advan
tages over those based on porous silicon due, in part, to
better mechanical and thermal stability. The much slow
oxidation rate of PSC also offers the possibility of studyi
Si-based porous materials under better controlled conditi

Fourier transform infrared~FTIR! reflectance has bee
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~15!/10437~14!/$15.00
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used to investigate the infrared properties of SiC a
PSC,1,5,6 and Raman scattering spectroscopy has been u
to evaluate the optical phonon spectra of PSC.7 As a partially
ionic lattice, SiC has nondegenerate longitudinal opti
~LO! and transverse optical~TO! phonons in the midinfrared
and the infrared~IR! spectrum of bulk SiC has a broad res
strahlen band between the TO~793.9 cm21! and LO ~970.1
cm21! phonon frequencies. Reference 1 has shown that
reststrahlen band in PSC is substantially different from t
for bulk SiC in that it also has a pronounced peak at 9
cm21. While the simulations of IR spectra using th
Maxwell-Garnett~MG! effective-medium theory presente
in Ref. 1 clearly predict this feature, they do not predict t
shape of the reststrahlen band in PSC, nor the dependen
this band profile on film porosity and film thickness.

In Sec. II, the procedure for preparing the PSC films
presented. In Sec. III, experimental infrared reflectance sp
tra are presented of as-anodized PSC usingp-type 6H poly-
type andn-type 4H polytype starting materials. In Sec. IV
the infrared reflectance spectra of as-anodized PSC films
compared to simulations based on several effective-med
models of the dielectric function. In Sec. V, the performan
of these models is evaluated and the origin of the splitting
the reststrahlen band is discussed. Concluding remarks
presented in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two PSC films were fabricated from bulk,p-type 6H-SiC
substrates~PSC1 and PSC2!, and one from ann-type 4H-SiC
substrate ~PSC3! with NA,D'1017– 1018cm23 ~Table I!.
Metal films were sputtered onto small areas of the substr
for contact, and the samples were encapsulated in black w
exposing a small polished area. The (0001)̄ faces of the
samples were anodized galvanostatically in a dilute ethan
hydrofluoric acid solution for different lengths of time.

Ethanol was added to the HF solution to decrease
capillary forces which inhibit the flow of the electrolyte int
10 437 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the pores. The HF and ethanol were of semiconductor
reagent grade, respectively, and the water was distilled.
films were prepared using an EG&G Model 362 scann
potentiostat. The electrolyte bath was recirculated during
anodizations to reduce the adhesion of CO, CO2, and O2
bubbles that evolve on the surface of the electrode an
dissipate heat. Following anodization, each sample
rinsed in ethanol and dried in air.

The PSC film thickness was determined by cross-sec
scanning electron microscopy~SEM! and optical micros-
copy. Film porosity was determined by IR reflectance int
ferometry. References 8–11 have been used to relate
measured optical indices of refraction and the porosities
porous silicon films in nonresonant spectral regions us
several effective-medium theories. The approach of Ref
and 10 was chosen here because it seems the best sui
porous materials.12 Values of the porosity for each of th
PSC films were determined by matching the model refl
tance~using the measured film thickness and dielectric fu
tion effective-medium model! to the observed interferenc
fringes in a nonresonant region of the IR reflectance sp
trum. The thickness and porosity of the three PSC sam
are given in Table I.

The FTIR reflectance spectra of these PSC layers in
reststrahlen and nonresonant regions were acquired us
Perkin-Elmer Paragon Model 1500 FTIR spectrometer us
a specular reflectance accessory. The unpolarized reflect
was measured from 400–4000 cm21 at an angle of 15° with
respect to the normal~the minimum angle permitted by th
instrument!. The resolution of the spectrometer was set a
cm21. Multiple scans were taken for each sample to ens
repeatability, and weak apodization was used. Each of
samples was cleaved or cut using a diamond saw for cr
section film thickness measurements. PSC1 will be calle
‘‘thin’’ film, and PSC2 and PSC3 will be called ‘‘thick’’
films.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1~a! shows the IR spectra in the reststrahlen reg
of thin ~PSC1! and thick~PSC2!, highly porous~porosity f
50.74) p-PSC films on bulk 6H-SiC substrates, the cor
sponding bare bulk 6H-SiC substrate, and a thick, mod
ately porous (f 50.50) n-PSC film on a bulk 4H-SiC sub
strate~PSC3!. ~The IR reflectance from the 4H-SiC substra
is nearly identical to that from the 6H substrate.! Figure 1~b!
shows the reflectance of the PSC films at higher energ
each of which exhibits interference fringes in the spec
region from 1000 to 4000 cm21. As seen in Fig. 1~a!, the
spectra of thep-PSC andn-PSC films are very different from
that of bulk SiC. The reflectance of PSC in the SiC re
strahlen region shows a splitting of the SiC reststrahlen b

TABLE I. Properties of the PSC films.

Sample
Substrate

type
Doping
~cm23!

Thickness
~mm! Porosity

PSC1 p-type 2.031018 2.02 0.74
PSC2 p-type 2.031018 30.9 0.74
PSC3 n-type 2.731018 45.0 0.50
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into two bands: a broad band at lower frequency~LF! and a
sharp higher-frequency~HF! band near the LO frequency
While the low-frequency shoulder of the LF band in PSC
similar to that of the bulk, the high-frequency shoulder
this band has a more gradual ‘‘descent.’’ This dip in t
reststrahlen band near 950–960 cm21 is seen in all PSC
samples.

The width and shape of the reststrahlen band of PSC fi
of finite thickness depend on the porosity of the PSC film,
suggested in Ref. 1, but they also depend to some exten
the film thickness. Transmission electron microscopy h
shown that for p-PSC prepared with current densityJ
<30 mA/cm2, higher J leads to a more porous film.2 The
width and position of the shoulder of the LF reststrahl
features are observed here to depend on the formation
rent density and etching time~which together determine th
porosity, porosity depth profile, and film thickness!. Specifi-
cally, the longer the etching time~and correspondingly the
thicker the porous layer! or the higher the formation curren
density, the more narrow the LF reststrahlen feature.

IV. ANALYSIS

The dielectric function for bulk SiC can be modeled as
Lorentz oscillator with plasmon damping

FIG. 1. Infrared reflectance~a! in the reststrahlen band from
three PSC films~PSC1, PSC2, and PSC3!, each on a SiC substrate
along with the IR reflectance from a bare 6H-SiC substrate, and~b!
above the reststrahlen band, showing fringes due to interferenc
the films.
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eSiC~v!5e`S v22vL
21 igv

v22vT
21 igv

2
vp

2

v21 ivG
D , ~1!

wherevL andvT are the LO and TO phonon frequencies,e`

is the high-frequency dielectric constant,g is the phonon
damping parameter~4.763 cm21,13 unless otherwise spec
fied!, vp is the plasma frequency, andG is the plasmon
damping parameter. The second term in the parenthese
scribes plasmon damping and it should not affect the r
strahlen region for the low-to-moderate doping levels„NA,D
;(2 – 3)31018cm23, vp!vL,T… used here.

The Maxwell-Garnett~MG!,14 Bruggeman@or effective-
medium approximation~EMA!#,8 Landau-Lifshitz/Looyenga
~LLL !,9,10 Monecke,15 and generalized statistical~Bergman
representation!16 effective-medium theories are used
model the dielectric function, and in turn the IR reflectan
of PSC. The four phenomenological models are special a
lytical cases of the statistical theory. The PSC layer is m
eled as a finite layer on an infinite half-space of bulk S
Porous silicon carbide itself is modeled as an isotropic tw
phase medium consisting of bulk SiC and pores~air! for each
of the three models. Bulk SiC is modeled as a Lorentz
oscillator@Eq. ~1!#, with the second term ignored. Modifica
tions to the cavity-Maxwell-Garnett~C-MG! and Bruggeman
models are also considered in Sec. IV C, including the ef
of varying the shape of the pores and the possibility of
cluding a third phase, an inner surface layer of SiC w
different properties from the bulk SiC phase. Phenome
logical hybrid models that combine effective-medium the
ries are considered in Sec. IV F. The generalized statis
theory of the dielectric functions is also applied, including
statistical hybrid model, in Sec. IV G. The Appendix deta
how the structures are modeled optically to obtain the refl
tance.

The two most commonly used effective-medium mod
are the Maxwell-Garnett14 and the Bruggeman8 theories. In
both, the effective dielectric functioneeff of the medium is
obtained by averaging the dielectric function in each cel
the mediume i , assuming that each cell is embedded in
homogeneous medium with dielectric functione0 . The ef-
fective dielectric function is given by

eeff~e0!5
( i P~e i ,e0!D~e i ,e0!de i

( i P~e i ,e0!E~e i ,e0!de i
, ~2!

where P, D, and E are the dielectric function probability
distribution, the displacement vector, and the electric fie
respectively. For spherical cells this reduces to the Claus
Mossotti equation

eeff5e0S 112^a&
122^a& D , ~3!

wherea is the polarizability per unit cell volume

a~e i !5
e i2e0

e i12e0
, ~4!

and ^a& denotes the average ofa taken over all cells.

^a&5 K e i2e0

e i12e0
L 5(

i

e i2e0

e i12e0
f i , ~5!
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where f i is the respective volume fraction of th
medium.

A. Bruggeman theory

The Bruggeman theory imposes the self-consistent
quirementeeff(e0)5e0. Equation~3! shows that this mean
^a&50. For a binary disordered material consisting of tw
materials having dielectric functionse1(v) ande2(v), with
concentrations~volume fractions! f 1 and f 2 , respectively,
Eq. ~5! becomes

S e12eeff

e112eeff
D f 11S e22eeff

e212eeff
D f 250. ~6!

eeff(v) is explicitly given in Ref. 17. The Bruggeman mod
is symmetric with respect to the constituent materials; h
SiC and air are both embedded in an effective mediu
Equation ~6! is valid only for 0.05,ue2(v)/e1(v)u,20,
where the fluctuations in the local value ofe i are not too
large.17

Figure 2 compares the simulated~dashed lines! and mea-
sured ~solid lines! IR reflectance spectra for PSC1, PSC
and PSC3. Although the Bruggeman model does produc
splitting of the reststrahlen band for the thinp-PSC~PSC1!,
the agreement with the measured spectrum is poor. Ag
ment is poor for the thicker porous layers~PSC2 and PSC3!
and, in fact, the modeled reststrahlen band does not spli
PSC3.

B. Maxwell-Garnett theory

The Maxwell-Garnett theory models a binary disorder
material composed of materialsA and B with volume frac-
tions f A and f B , in the limit of small volume fraction ofA
( f A<0.15), assuminge0>eB . Equation~5! then gives

K e i2e0

e i12e0
L 5S eA2eB

eA12eB
D f A . ~7!

Using this in Eq.~3! gives

eeff~v!5eB~v!H 112 f A@~eA2eB!/~eA12eB!#

12 f A@~eA2eB!/~eA12eB!# J , ~8!

which is asymmetric inA andB.
The MG model corresponding to spherical air inclusio

~materialA! that are coated by SiC~B! is termed the cavity-
Maxwell-Garnett model, and the reverse topology, that
SiC spheres~A! coated by air~B!—which is nonphysical—is
the spherical-Maxwell-Garnett~S-MG! model; this is the
same terminology as used in Ref. 1. Using the C-MG mo
with the effective dielectric functioneA[eair51 and eB
[eSiC(v),

eeff~v!5
eSiC@2 f ~12eSiC!1~112eSiC!#

~12 f !1~21 f !eSiC
, ~9!

where f (5 f A) is the volume fraction of air~porosity!.
The effective dielectric function for the S-MG model is

eeff~v!5
2M ~eSiC21!1eSiC12

eSiC122M ~eSiC21!
, ~10!

whereM[12 f A .
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Figures 3~a!–3~c! compare the simulated spectra~dashed
lines! using the C-MG model with the measured spec
~solid lines!. The model predicts a splitting of the res
strahlen band into a wide low-frequency band and a sm
high-frequency band~located near 970 cm21!, similar to
what is observed. The LF band in the C-MG model is alm
symmetric and boxlike, in contrast to the measured refl
tance.~For f 50.74, this model predicts a minimum near 9
cm21 only for film thicknesses 0.1&d&10mm and only for
the p-polarized component.! The reverse topology~S-MG!
model is even less successful~not shown!. Aside from fea-
tures caused by interference, the model reflectance is cha
terized by a broad band with a minimum near 910 cm21 for

FIG. 2. Modeled unpolarized reflectance from PSC films on S
substrates in the reststrahlen band using the Bruggeman m
~dashed lines! for samples having thickness and porosity cor
sponding to the three PSC films; the measured reflectance is
noted by the solid lines.
a

ll,

t
c-

ac-

FIG. 3. Modeled reflectance from~a! PSC1,~b! PSC2, and~c!
PSC3 films on SiC substrates using the cavity-Maxwell-Garnett~C-
MG! model ~dashed lines! for the three PSC films; the measure
reflectance is denoted by the solid lines.~d! The same as~c!, but
using a modified C-MG model for spheroids with several depo
ization factorsL j and for a uniform distribution ofL j from 0.01 to
0.99.
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PSC1, two distinct peaks for both thick layers PSC2 a
PSC3, and a single peak that rises near 900 cm21 for PSC3.

C. Modifications to the cavity-Maxwell-Garnett and
Bruggeman models

Porous silicon carbide consists of connected and e
gated voids, and not the distinct spheres of air in the C-M
and Bruggeman models. Also, a large fraction of the PSC
at or near the surface of these voids, and the propertie
these regions may be different from those of the bulk. R
finements of these effective-medium models are conside
that reflect these features.

1. Varying the void shape using a depolarization factor

Under some preparation conditions, the pores in P
preferentially grow perpendicular to the (0001)̄ surface,
leading to ellipsoid-like or column-like voids; this may b
due to enhanced field effects during the formation of por
semiconductor films.18 The potential effect of pore shape o
the dielectric function is examined by using an adjusta
depolarization factorL j for ellipsoidal voids (j 51,2,3).
Equation~9! for the C-MG model is modified to give19,20

eeff~v!5
f eSiC~12eSiC!~12L j !1eSiC@L j1~12L j !eSiC#

L j1~12L j !eSiC2 f ~12eSiC!L j
.

~11!

In SI units,L j51/3 for spherical cavities and 1/3,L j,1 for
prolate spheroidal cavities~long axis along the normal to th
layer and to the electric field!.

Similarly, Eq.~6! for the Bruggeman model is generalize
to

S e12eeff

eeff1L j~e12eeff!
D f 11S e22eeff

eeff1L j~e22eeff!
D f 250.

~12!

Figure 3~d! shows the modeled reflectance correspond
to sample PSC3 using Eq.~11! for different depolarization
factors~dashed lines! for the modified C-MG model, along
with the measured spectra~solid line!. IncreasingL j in-
creases the HF peak and narrows the LF peak, while m
taining the symmetry and vertical shoulders of the LF ba
Overall, agreement with experiment is seen not to impro
for this modified C-MG model or the modified Bruggema
model ~not shown! when L j is varied. Also shown in the
figure is the simulation for a uniform distribution ofL j from
0.01 to 0.99. This distribution does not improve agreem
with the observed spectra. Modifications to the S-MG mo
were not performed because of the poor results for
spherical crystallite model.

2. A distinct surface layer: core-shell-medium model

The damping characteristics of phonons on surfaces
be different from those of phonons inside the bulk of a m
terial. Weaveret al.21 and others22 have recast the MG mode
to model a dielectric mixture consisting of three constitu
materials, two of which are related. The topology is co
prised of basic units of a core~unconnected spherical pore
for example! with given dielectric function@ec(v)#, a sur-
rounding shell with@es(v)#, and a surrounding medium
d
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@em(v)#. With this geometry and topology, the C-MG
model can be modified to account for different phon
damping characteristics of the surface and the possibility
free-carrier absorption in the shell or medium. This mod
can also be used to include an oxide film on the pore wa
as was shown in Ref. 6.

The dielectric function for this three-component mixtu
is

eeff5
f ecAcr

31 f esAs~12r3!1em~12 f !

f Acr
31 f As~12r3!112 f

, ~13!

whereAc53esB, As5(ec12es)B, r5r c /r s , and

B5
3em

~es12em!~2es1ec!22~es2em!~es2ec!r
3 . ~14!

r c andr s are the radii of the core and shell, respectively, a
f is the total volume fraction of the cores and shells. Sas
et al.22 used the above model to describe the infrared abs
tion from small spherical SiC particles embedded in KBr
including a thin surface layer on the SiC spheres that p
sessed different phonon and plasmon damping charact
tics.

The C-MG model is modified for PSC using this cor
shell-medium~CSM! model. The core is taken as air (ec
51), the surrounding medium as bulk SiC withem5eSiC,
and the shell as a surface layer of SiC withes5eSiC surface.
Equation~13! becomes

eeff5
f Acr

31 f eSiC surfaceAs~12r3!1eSiC~12 f !

f Acr
31 f As~12r3!112 f

, ~15!

whereAc53eSiC surfaceB and As5(112eSiC surface)B. eSiC is
a Lorentzian@given by the first term in Eq.~1! with g
54.763 cm21] and eSiC surface described by Eq.~1!, using
both terms with variable plasma frequencyvp , and phonon
~g! and plasmon~G! damping rates. ‘‘Coupling’’ of the pho-
non and free-carrier terms can occur for large values ofg and
G. The modeled reflectance was studied as a function of s
~1! phonon damping rate,~2! plasma frequency and plasmo
damping rate, and~3! thickness~relative to the pore radius!.
The volume fraction of air~the actual porosity! is r3f .

The inclusion of free-carrier absorption in the shell lay
of SiC ~with the same phonon damping parameter in
shell and medium! improves the agreement in the LF ban
but eliminates the additional peak near 970 cm21 for all rea-
sonable values ofvp ~750–4000 cm21! and G ~0–5000
cm21! ~not shown!. If the plasmon term is eliminated, so th
the shell layer differs from the surrounding bulk only by i
different phonon damping parametergshell, there are combi-
nations of values for the two free parameters~e.g., gshell
5150 cm21 and r50.975) for which there is reasonab
agreement with the reflectance spectrum, as shown in Fig
This damping width is much larger than that assumed in
bulk SiC, ~4.763 cm21!. Since it is likely that PSC is essen
tially depleted of free carriers, surface plasmon-phonon c
pling should be insignificant here, as was concluded in e
lier studies of porous GaAs.23 It is unlikely that such surface
effects are very important here.
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D. Landau-Lifshitz ÕLooyenga model

The effective-medium theory derived independently
Landau and Lifshitz9 and Looyenga10 has not been used pre
viously to model PSC. Theiss12 has shown that this model i
more appropriate topologically for porous materials than
the Bruggeman and MG models. In LLL theory, a rando
homogeneous, and isotropic mixture of two or more mat
als is assumed. Variations in the local field and local perm
tivity are small, the latter being small compared to the
electric permittivity. The effective dielectric function is
weighted average of those for the constituents and is cor
to the second order in the differences in the permittiviti
For N constituents,

FIG. 4. Modeled reflectance from PSC films on SiC substra
using the core-shell-medium~CSM! variation of the C-MG model
~dashed lines! for the three PSC films withgshell5150 cm21,
vp,shell50, Gshell50, andr50.975; the measured reflectance is d
noted by the solid lines.
e
,
i-
t-
-

ct
.

eeff
1/35^e i

1/3& i 51
N . ~16!

For two components with dielectric functionse1 ande2 and
the volume fraction of component 2 calledf 2 ,

eeff5@~e2
1/32e1

1/3! f 21e1
1/3#3. ~17!

Here, e15eSiC and e25eair51, and f 2 is the porosity of
the film ~f !. Like the Bruggeman model, the LLL mode
is symmetric with respect to the two media. The LL
model results for the three samples are shown in F
5 ~dashed lines!, along with the measured spect

s

-

FIG. 5. Modeled reflectance from PSC films on SiC substra
using the Landau-Lifshitz/Looyenga~LLL ! model ~dashed lines!
for the three PSC films; the measured reflectance is denoted b
solid lines.
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~solid lines!. For the thin PSC film~PSC1!, the LLL
model produces a splitting of the band and the HF peaks
is also predicted by the C-MG model. However, there
essentially only a single peak~LF! with a sloping shoulder
for the thick PSC films. The agreement with the measu
spectra is slightly better than that using the Bruggem
model.
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E. Monecke model

The Monecke model is not based on a physical topolo
but on an interpolation between the extreme limits of t
mixture. For the case when it interpolates between the C-
and S-MG models for spheres, the effective dielectric fu
tion is
eeff~v!5
e1@~e22e1!/~2e11e2!#14~12 f !e112~12 f !2~e22e1!

@~e22e1!/~2e11e2!#1~12 f !
, ~18!
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where f is the porosity whene1 is chosen to represent th
dielectric function of air ande2 that of the material. For the
analogous case of aligned infinite cylinders whose axes
perpendicular to the electric field, the effective dielect
function is

eeff~v!5e1S 12
c2h

s
2

h

s2s0
D , ~19!

where s5e1 /(e12e2), h5(1/2s0) f (12 f ), and s051/2
2(12 f )/213/2(12 f )22(12 f )3.

The simulations of the reststrahlen band in PSC us
both Monecke models~not shown! are qualitatively similar
to those with the C-MG model, and they do not agree a
better with the measured spectra.

F. Phenomenological hybrid models

The only simple phenomenological model that correc
predicts a distinct dip in the reststrahlen regionfor all thick-
nesses~including the infinite half-space of PSC! is the C-MG
model. Still, the LLL model yields the shape of the H
shoulder of the LF band for thick PSC layers much be
than the C-MG model. Thus, dielectric function models th
include features of both of these models are considered.
hybrid dielectric function model uses the LLL mixing rule
Eq. ~17!,

eeff~v!5@~12eCMG
1/3 ! f LLL 1eCMG

1/3 #3, ~20!

to mix the C-MG medium (eCMG)

eCMG~v!5
eSiC@2 f CMG~12eSiC!1~112eSiC!#

~12 f CMG!1~21 f CMG!eSiC
~21!

with air. The total porosity is

f total5 f LLL 1 f CMG~12 f LLL !. ~22!

If f total is known andf CMG (< f total) is selected,f LLL is de-
termined. At the limits, the original C-MG model with
topology of spherical cavities of air corresponds tof LLL
50, and the LLL completely random mixture corresponds
f CMG50.

Setting the measured porosity equal tof total and varying
f CMG, agreement of this CMG-in-LLL hybrid model is poo
re

g

y

r
t
ne

o

for thin PSC and is good for the thicker PSC films, as sho
in Fig. 6. Decreasingf CMG lowers the peak reflectance ne
vT .

Alternatively, a hybrid dielectric function can be con
structed using the C-MG mixing rule, Eq.~9!, with porosity
f CMG to mix the LLL medium with porosityf LLL described
by Eq. ~17!. Now the total porosity is

f total5 f CMG1 f LLL ~12 f CMG!. ~228!

Figure 7 shows that agreement for this LLL-in-CMG hybr
model is again poor for thin PSC and somewhat better
thick PSC films.f LLL 50.4 gives a good fit for PSC2 an
f LLL 50.15 gives a good fit for PSC3.

The LLL model describes an isotropic mixture who
constituent phases are not spatially correlated; i.e., the m
ture is completely random~there is no interfacial surface!.
The first CMG-in-LLL hybrid model physically consists of
random LLL mixture of two media, each of which has a
imposed local spatial correlation by virtue of defining t
two constituents to be~1! PSC, represented as air cavitie
surrounded by bulk SiC with the C-MG form of the diele
tric function @Eq. ~21!#, and ~2! air itself. The geometrical
arrangement of pores~air! neither is completely fixed as dis
crete cavities~C-MG! nor is the air mixed with the SiC in a
completely random way~LLL !. A much higher volume frac-
tion ~of air in the present case! can be used here than wou
be rigorously valid for the C-MG model alone. The loc
structure of the PSC in this hybrid model is represented
small cavities of air~C-MG!, while the longer-range struc
ture is random~LLL !. The second LLL-in-CMG hybrid
model consists of the random LLL media with discrete
cavities~C-MG!.

G. Statistical hybrid model using the Bergman representation

The generalized statistical formulation of the dielect
function of a mixture developed by Bergman16 has been ap-
plied extensively by Theiss12 and others.15 The effective di-
electric function for a mixture of two materials having com
plex, frequency-dependent dielectric functionseA(v) and
eB(v) can be written as

eeff~v!5eA~v!S 12 f BE
0

1 g~n!

t~v!2n
dnD , ~23!

where

t~v!5
eA~v!

eA~v!2eB~v!
~24!
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is the reduced dielectric function,f B is the volume fraction
of materialB, n is the depolarization factor, andg(n) is the
spectral density function, which is also a function of t
porosity.g(n) is a single-valued, real function that depen
only on the topology and volume fraction, and has a we
defined analytic form for the cases of the simple effecti
medium formulas. This function is subject to the condition
normalization~uniformity of the topology! for a porous ma-
terial

E
0

1

g~n!dn51 ~25!

FIG. 6. Modeled reflectance from PSC films on SiC substra
using the phenomenological CMG-in-LLL hybrid model for s
lected values off CMG for total porosityf 50.74, 0.74, and 0.5 cor
responding to the three PSC films; the measured reflectance i
noted by the solid lines.
-
-
f

and, for statistically isotropic mixtures, the moment rule

E
0

1

ng~n!dn5~12 f B!/3. ~26!

For PSC, SiC will be called materialA and air ~vacuum!
materialB so thatf B is the porosity.

Large resonances occur in Eq.~23! when the real part of
eeff falls below zero so the integrand diverges, correspond
to values of 0<t(v)<1. This range corresponds to a regio
of frequencies over which the dielectric function and the

s

de-

FIG. 7. Modeled reflectance from PSC films on SiC substra
using the phenomenological LLL-in-CMG hybrid model for s
lected values off CMG for total porosityf 50.74, 0.74, and 0.5 cor-
responding to the three PSC films; the measured reflectance is
noted by the solid lines.
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flectance are expected to be sensitive to the topology. Fig
8 plots the real and imaginary parts oft(v); it is seen that
this resonance condition is met in the spectral region of
reststrahlen band.

In principle, the topology functiong(n) could be deter-
mined numerically from the experimentally determinedeeff .
In practice, however, Eq.~23! is a Fredholm integral equa
tion of the first kind, ill posed, and therefore it is unstab
upon inversion. This means that small errors ineeff corre-
spond to enormous errors in the determination ofg(n). In-
stead, a Monte Carlo–like algorithm has been applied to
termine a uniqueg(n) that optimizes agreement wit
experimental data.25 A different approach is followed here
The spectral density functions of the simple phenomenolo
cal models are combined to produce a hybrid statist
model. In principle, this offers the possibility of combinin
the features of any number of phenomenological models
the statistical theory to give a model with a direct physi
interpretation. This approach can also be used to genera
reasonable initial guess for a more exact determination
g(n) by nonlinear regression; this is not done here.

The dielectric mixture of PSC is represented here b
linear combination of the LLL and C-MG spectral dens
functions. The LLL and C-MG models each predict differe
features in the measured spectra. The normalized spe
densities characterizing the LLL and C-MG models a
respectively,25

gLLL 5 f 2d1~n!1
3)

2p S ~12 f !2Un21

n U1/3

1 f ~12 f !Un21

n U2/3D ~12d0,n! ~27!

and

gCMG5dS n2
12 f

3 D . ~28!

FIG. 8. Real~solid line! and imaginary~dashed line! parts of
reduced dielectric functiont(v) of SiC in air, demonstrating the
spectral region over which the dielectric function is sensitive
topology.
re

e

e-
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to
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The linear combination of these two relations hasa as the
only free parameter:

ghybrid~n![agCMG~n!1~12a!gLLL ~n!. ~29!

This spectral densityghybrid(n) automatically satisfies Eqs
~25! and ~26! and is shown fora50.5 in Fig. 9. Figure 10
shows the modeled reflectance with this Bergman mo
~simulation denoted by the dashed lines and measured re
tance by the solid lines!. This model agrees better with th
measured spectra than any other model considered. The
timum value ofa is 0.5 for PSC1, 0.5 for PSC2, and 0.7 fo
PSC3. The variation in model simulation witha is seen for
PSC3 in Fig. 10, where results fora50.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are
plotted. Even thougha50.7 is optimal for PSC3,a50.5
still gives a relatively good fit.

H. Porosity depth gradients

Porosity changes with depth can occur during the fabri
tion of porous layers from gradients in the ion concentrat
over an increasingly thick porous layer, progressive chem
etching of the upper portion of the porous layer, and
trapping of dissolved or undissolved gas inside the por
network ~which may inhibit charge transfer locally!. The
problem of porosity gradients is potentially more severe
n-PSC formed by light-assisted anodization, usinghn>Eg ,
due to gradients in the absorption of the illumination. Th¨-
nissenet al.26 have discussed the nature and origins of
porosity gradients that are present in porous silicon, and h
given recipes27 for the real-time adjustment of the anod
current to prevent or reduce these gradients. Porosity va
tions across the thickness of the PSC film can affect
infrared reflectance and the determination of the mean-fi
dielectric function. Porosity gradients were modeled h
with an optical matrix approach28 using the C-MG, Brugge-
man, and LLL effective-medium theories; these simulatio
do not agree substantially better than those in which the
rosity does not change with depth.

FIG. 9. Plot of hybrid spectral densityg(n) as a function of
depolarization factorn for linear mixing of the C-MG and LLL
models with mixing parametera50.5. The C-MG model compo-
nent is a Dirac function. The LLL model portion also has a Diracd
function component atn50.
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Furthermore, a model of a porous layer on a bulk s
strate should include the effects of roughness, particularl
the porous-bulk interface. The roughness at the PSC/SiC
terface decreases the specular reflectance by a facto
exp@2(4ps/l)2#.29 s is the rms value of the roughness andl
is the wavelength. This roughness is estimated to be
larger than 50 nm on the basis of cross-section SEMs
550 nm is used here, which is also consistent with publis
values for the porous Si/bulk Si interface with the same s
strate doping type, similar doping concentration,30 and simi-
lar pore and crystallite sizes2 as used here. Within the res
strahlen band, this roughness decreases the reflectance

FIG. 10. Modeled reflectance from PSC films on SiC substra
using the Bergman statistical hybrid model witha50.5 ~dashed
lines! for the three PSC films; the measured reflectance is den
by the solid lines. For comparison, model fits fora50.3 and 0.7
and are also shown for PSC3.
-
at
n-
of

o

d
-

no

more than 0.3%, and has little effect on the analysis he
This loss increases with energy, from; 0.6% to 6% over the
range 1200 to 4000 cm21@Fig. 1~b!#.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Performance of the effective-medium models

None of the simple phenomenological models adequa
describes~1! the splitting of the reststrahlen band into
broad primary peak~LF band! and a sharp HF peak, sepa
rated by the dip, and~2! the gradual slope of the high
frequency shoulder of the LF band; the agreement is es
cially poor for the thin PSC layer. The C-MG and Monec
models are the only ones that produce a somewhat sym
ric LF band and the dip for all thicknesses above 0.25mm
~for f 50.74), but they predict a fairly symmetrical LF ban
The LLL, and to a limited extent, the Bruggeman mode
exhibit the gradual slope of the HF shoulder of the LF pe
but these produce the HF peak only for very thin layers.

The MG model for a binary system is strictly valid in th
limit of a small concentration of one of the constituent m
terials, namely,& 0.15.17 It is not rigorously correct to apply
any of the MG-based models for a wide range of porositi
as was shown in Ref. 1, including the range here, 0.5< f
<0.74. The S-MG geometry of separated spherical SiC p
ticles corresponds to a physically impossible topology. T
inclusion of the effects of varying void shape did not res
in any substantial improvement of the modeled reflectan
The inclusion of an additional surface layer with higher ph
non damping in the CSM modification of the C-MG mod
did lead to an improvement in the modeled reflectance,
only with the freedom of two adjustable parameters.

The simpler LLL model fails to describe the splitting o
the reststrahlen band for moderate to large values of P
film thickness, but at least qualitatively predicts the asymm
try of the LF band. This latter feature may be attributed
the completely random, homogeneous, and isotropic na
of this mixture. The LLL model is rigorously valid for al
values of volume fraction because it represents a mixt
whose constituent materials are percolated at all volume f
tions.

Hybridization of the LLL and C-MG models whether phe
nomenologically or directly statistically gives the best rep
sentation of the dielectric function. Still, the statistical hybr
is clearly superior to both phenomenological versions for
samples studied. The statistical hybrid model spectral den
gives good initial values forg(n) from which even better
spectral density functions can be determined.

One beneficial feature of the statistical theory is the
plicability of the spectral density functiong(n) as a topology
function of a given mixture from which other topologicall
sensitive transport properties, including thermal conduc
ity, frequency-dependent electrical conductivity, and diff
sivity, can be determined. In principle, analysis of nond
structive and noncontact infrared~or optical! reflection of a
dielectric mixture film with a statistical effective dielectri
function can provide not only an improved description of t
topology, but these other properties as well. Note t
Theiss12 has shown thateeff must be determined for a rang
of conditions ~porosity, topology, etc.!, whatever the
effective-medium theory, to prove that the model is va

s
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over the full range of parameter space; comparison of mo
and experiment for only one sample is not sufficient.

B. Physical origin of the splitting of the reststrahlen band

While the dielectric functions from the statistical mod
implicitly include the mesoscopic phenomena that cause
splitting of the reststrahlen band in PSC, a more expl
identification of the phenomena is desired. Surface opt
phonon modes in polar semiconductors are known to exis
the reststrahlen region from vT (794 cm21) to
vL(970 cm21), where Re(e),0. These have been shown
cause changes in the reststrahlen band of rough surfa
such as onb-SiC layers.31,32 Surface optical phonons hav
been observed in the Raman scattering from porous G
Ref. 23 and porous GaP,24 and should also strongly affect th
IR spectrum of porous materials.

For SiC ellipsoids in air that are much smaller than
wavelength of the probing light, the frequencies of these s
face modes can often be expressed as33

eSiC~v i !52a ieair . ~30!

For the fundamental~lowest-order! modes

a j5S A

L j
21D , ~31!

whereL j are the three polarization factors (j 51,2,3) and
A51 in SI units and 4p in cgs units. For spheres, the mod
havean5(n11)/n wheren51,2,3, . . . is themode order.
The lowest-order mode is the Fro¨hlich mode a152 (vF
5932 cm21 for SiC! and the higher-order modes converge
a`51 (vs5949 cm21); the surface mode series converg
to vs for any crystal shape. The Fro¨hlich mode splits into
two modes as the sphere is deformed into a spheroidL1
5L2ÞL3); for prolate spheroids approaching a cylinde
these frequencies approachvT ~794 cm21, L50) and vs
~949 cm21, L51/2). This is seen in Fig. 11. Both modes a
usually important in reflection. For oblate spheroids a
proaching a slab, these frequencies approachvT ~794 cm21,
L50) andvL ~970 cm21, L51).

FIG. 11. Fundamental mode frequencies for SiC prolate sp
roids as the ratio of the minor to major axis (b/a) varies from 0
~cylinder,L50 and 1

2! to 1 ~sphere,L5
1
3 ).
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Since the SiC network in PSC roughly resembles int
connected prolate ellipsoids of a range of shapes and or
tations, the dip in the reststrahlen band in PSC can be at
uted to a range of surface optical phonon modes. T
minimum of the dip is seen in the range; 940 to 965 cm21.
The dip is asymmetric, changing more gradually at low
energy and more sharply at higher energy nearvL . This is
consistent with a range of ellipsoidal geometries, as can
seen for the specialized case of prolate spheroids in Fig.
because the density of frequencies fromvF to
vs (932– 949 cm21) is higher than that fromvF to
vT (932– 794 cm21).

The spectral density spectrumg(n) in Eq. ~23! has been
identified as being equivalent to the surface phonon m
spectrum.12 This is seen in the close connection between
resonance condition in the statistical representation with
reduced dielectric functiont(v) betweenn50 and 1, and
the surface phonon mode spectra. Note that Eq.~24! is iden-
tical to Eq.~30! with Eq. ~31!, whenL j is replaced byt(v).

Coupling of surface phonons and plasmons has been
in nanocrystals.34–36 However, there is evidence that th
coupling may not occur in porous materials24 because of
charge depletion in the porous skeleton. The plasmon term
Eq. ~1! does not seem to be important in most of the mod
considered here.

Figure 3~d! shows the C-MG model with aligned sphe
roids of a specific polarization factor, and for a range
polarization factors. This last curve is different from th
proposed explanation in that it assumes air cavities w
those cavities aligned in a specific direction. Note that Re
suggested that the structure in the reststrahlen band ca
attributed to the polarization associated with an air cav
resonance at 959 cm21.

It is possible that the observed dip in the unpolarized
flectance may be due to the Berreman effect.37 The Berreman
effect is the observation of absorption in the reststrah
band in thep-polarized reflectance at oblique angles of in
dence for thin films of an ionic crystal with thickness le
than a wavelength or for thin films on conducting substrat
The Berreman effect was originally observed in thin, insul
ing layers on metallic, highly conductive substrates, but
been demonstrated recently in homoepitaxial 6H-SiC
which the carrier concentration in the epilayer is low co
pared to that in the substrate.38 Since the observed dip in th
reststrahlen band occurs even for very thick porous lay
~;50 mm! and for near-normal incidence, it is not likely tha
the Berreman effect is significant here.

C. Comparison of the spectral density functions
of the hybrid models

Both the ‘‘phenomenological’’ and ‘‘statistical’’ hybrid
models have an adjustable parameter in addition to the
rosity f, i.e., f CMG ~or f LLL ) anda, respectively. The statis
tical model seems fine for all the cases studied, while b
hybrid phenomenological models are good for the thic
films, but poor for the thin film.

The differences in how the media are mixed in these
brid models can be seen by comparing their spectral den
functions. That for the ‘‘statistical’’ hybrid, shown in Fig. 9
retains the percolation property of the LLL model with

e-
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continuous, nonzero spectrum ofg(n) for all n; this is
equivalent to saying that it includes contributions from
possible surface phonon modes~Fig. 11!. This percolation
property seems to make it suitable for representing por
materials.12 g(n) also has the Diracd function of the C-
MG model.

The spectral density functions for the phenomenolog
hybrid models are determined by definingG(v) using Eq.
~23! and the relation12

eeff~v!5eA~v!@12G~v!# ~32!

and then using it in

g~n!52
1

2p i f total
lim
b→0

@G~n1 ib!2G~n2 ib!#. ~33!

Using Eq.~20! for eeff in the CMG-in-LLL model gives a
g(n) that is plotted in Fig. 12~a! for several representativ
parameters, along with the pure LLL model. The mixi
defined by Eqs.~20! and~21! seems to lead to an interferenc
between the LLL and C-MG features ofg(n). g(n) retains
much of the C-MG Diracd function character and some, b
not all, of the LLL character. It asymptotically approach
g(n) for the LLL model asn approaches 0 and 1.g(n) is

FIG. 12. The spectral densityg(n) for ~a! the CMG-in-LLL
hybrid, phenomenological model forf total50.74 and selected paire
values off CMG / f LLL and~b! the LLL-in-CMG hybrid, phenomeno-
logical model for f total50.50 and selected paired values
f LLL / f CMG .
l

s

l

now zero over stretches of then50 to 1 range, for example
from 0.13 to 0.73 forf LLL 50.60, from 0.20 to 0.60 for
f LLL 50.40, and from 0.27 to 0.47 forf LLL 50.20. Therefore
this hybrid CMG-in-LLL ‘‘phenomenological’’ model may
not be ideal for porous materials.

The spectral density function of the LLL-in-CMG hybri
phenomenological model is qualitatively different. Figu
12~b! shows that the continuous nature ofg(n) of the LLL
model, which is needed to describe the percolation featur
porous materials, is always seen here. This is reason
since the material phase is always continuous and is alw
locally a medium described by the LLL model. The C-M
Dirac d function feature monotonically broadens asf CMG
decreases andf LLL increases for a fixedf total.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The effective-medium model of PSC derived from a li
ear combination of the spectral distribution functions for t
C-MG and LLL phenomenological models leads to spec
simulations that are in very good agreement with the
served IR reflectance spectra of PSC films in the reststra
band. It is superior to the phenomenological-based
-MC/LLL hybrid models and is far superior to the simp
phenomenological models. The splitting of the reststrah
band is PSG predicted by the statistical model is attribute
a wide spectrum of surface optical phonons. This statist
treatment gives information about the topology in poro
materials and can help predict topologically sensitive tra
port properties.
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APPENDIX: OPTICAL MODEL OF THE PSC ÕSiC
STRUCTURE

The PSC layer is treated as an isotropic layer of thickn
d and complex index of refractionnPSC(v) ~medium 2! be-
low the ambient layer (n51) ~medium 1! and on a semi-
infinite bulk substrate of SiC~medium 3!. The SiC is mod-
eled as a uniaxial medium with its optical axis~c axis!
oriented perpendicular to the PSC/bulk interface.~It is uncer-
tain if PSC is less anisotropic than SiC. In any case, e
mates show that assuming PSC to be isotropic affects
spectral simulation very little.!

The diagonalized dielectric tensore i j for SiC has two
unique nonzero elements,e335e'5n'

2 ~parallel to the optic,
or c axis, and perpendicular to the 0001 plane! and e11

(5e22)5e i5ni
2 ~parallel to the basal plane!. e' and e i are

each expressed as Lorentzian oscillators@Eq. ~1!, with e`'

56.52 ande`i56.70].39

For a wave incident at an angleu i , the reflection coeffi-
cients from this structure are calculated fors ~perpendicular!
andp ~parallel! polarizations,
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r̃ 123s,p5
r̃ 12s,p1 r̃ 23s,peib

11 r̃ 12s,pr̃ 23s,peib
, ~A1!

where r̃ 12s,p and r̃ 23s,p are the reflection coefficients for th
air-PSC and PSC–bulk SiC interfaces, respectively, and

b̃5
2p

l
~2dAñ2

22sin2 u i !. ~A2!

The boundary conditions are the continuity of the tangen
components of theE andH fields at each interface.

At the air-PSC interface

r̃ 12,s5
cosu i2~nPSC

2 2sin2 u i !
1/2

cosu i1~nPSC
2 2sin2 u i !

1/2
~A3!

and

r̃ 12,p5
nPSC

2 cosu i2~nPSC
2 2sin2 u i !

1/2

nPSC
2 cosu i1~nPSC

2 2sin2 u i !
1/2

. ~A4!
D

.

a,

tt.

.
ls

an

,

s

ms
l

At the PSC/SiC interface fors polarization ~the ordinary
wave!,40

r̃ 23,s5
~nPSC

2 2sin2 u i !
1/22~n'

2 2sin2 u i !
1/2

~nPSC
2 2sin2 u i !

1/21~n'
2 2sin2 u i !

1/2
. ~A5!

For p polarization~the extraordinary wave!,

r̃ 23,p5
nin'~nPSC

2 2sin2 u i !
1/22nPSC

2 ~e inPSC
2 2sin2 u i !

1/2

nin'~nPSC
2 2sin2 u i !

1/21nPSC
2 ~e inPSC

2 2sin2 u i !
1/2

.

~A6!

Substituting Eqs.~A3! and ~A5!, or Eqs.~A4! and ~A6!,
into Eq.~A1! gives the reflection coefficient. The reflectan
for the three-layer system isR123s,p(v)5u r̃ 123s,p(v)u2. The
unpolarized reflectance is the average of the reflectance
to incidents andp components of equal intensity.
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